TERMS AND CONDITIONS
COMPETITIONS AND PRIZES
These Terms apply to all prize promotions associated with Get it Magazine unless otherwise
specified.
*Get it Magazine facilitates regular competitions, free prize draws and promotions on this website
and our branded social media/digital spaces. Competitions may be subject to additional terms
that will be made available at the time.
*No purchase is necessary to enter the competition unless otherwise stated.
*By entering any competition, you agree to Get it Magazine passing on your personal information
to the promoters of a competition (where it is not Get it Magazine).
*Get it Magazine or the third party involved with a prize giveaway are not liable in any way to any
winner who cannot take up a prize.
*Prizes are not redeemable for cash.
*Competitions are not open to any employees of Get it Magazine, the promoter or their
immediate families, a competition promoter’s advertising agency, promotion consultancy, or
anyone else connected with the creation and administration of the giveaway.
*Spammers will be disqualified. One entry per person permitted unless otherwise specified.
*Entrants will be deemed to have accepted stated competition terms and to have agreed to be
bound by them.
*Only the winner(s) are contacted via email and/or phone number provided upon entry. Winners
have 7 (seven) days to respond or another winner will be selected.
* Get it Magazine’s decision is final in every situation, including any not covered here.
*All competition entries must completely adhere to the entry requirements including closing date
and time.
*Entry to a competition and acceptance of the prize constitutes permission to use any entrant’s
name, image and any competition entry photograph, for promotional and/or editorial purposes in
any format in print and non-print media without additional consultation.
* Get it Magazine reserves the right to cancel and/or withdraw a competition and/or amend terms
at any time without notice.
*Where Get it Magazine facilitates a competition with a promoter where the promoter is
responsible for the selection and/or the provision of prizes, Get it Magazine is not responsible for
the provision and distribution of these prizes.
DIGITAL SPACE(S) TERMS OF USE
*This space is owned and operated by Get it Magazine as are all other officially branded social
and digital channels.
*These terms govern the use of the site, including participation social commenting and
competitions.

Our site(s) is designed to provide a space for all, for the exchange of opinions, comments and
information and, therefore, Get it Magazine requires its users to abide by these terms. Your use
of the site will constitute your agreement to comply with these terms.
*From time to time, Get it Magazine may publish pieces which some visitors may find offensive.
Get it Magazine does not intend to offend; No responsibility is taken for any offense caused.
* Get it Magazine or its editorial and commercial contributors own all material on the site(s).
*You acknowledge that all brands featured within Get it Magazine’s online and print editions are
trademarked and that you may not use them without prior written permission from Get it
Magazine.
*You are responsible for all of your own use of our web spaces. You agree not to use obscene,
indecent or offensive language, or to place on the sites any material that is false, defamatory,
abusive, harassing or hateful. You agree to use our web spaces only for lawful purposes and
acknowledge that your failure to do so may subject you to civil and criminal liability.
*By using the sites or posting content on any Get it Magazine spaces, you confirm you are 18
years old or more or, if you are under 18 years old, that you have received parent or guardian’s
consent.
* Get it Magazine takes no responsibility for the accuracy of messages posted by you to our
digital spaces.
*Postings to Social Media spaces managed by Get it Magazine are not private. You grant Get it
Magazine a perpetual royalty free non-exclusive licence to use, reproduce, modify, translate,
transmit, distribute and sub-licence any material you supply or communicate to us via digital
media platforms, in any medium now in existence in the future, for any purpose, including
commercial uses to any third party. Get it Magazine will not return it if submitted, and accepts no
liability whatsoever for safe custody thereof.
*By sharing any contribution(s) with us (including but not limited to data, text, photos, messages,
posting, images, logos, attachments, hyperlinks and all other content to our site(s), you agree
and grant Get it Magazine free of charge permission to use the contribution(s) at Get it
Magazine’s discretion.
*You agree that Get it Magazine. is not responsible, and shall have no liability to you, with
respect to any information or materials posted by others, including defamatory, offensive or illicit
material.
* Get it Magazine and our sponsors and promoters may use your details to let you know about
products and services which we think would be of interest to you.
*Always read our terms and conditions carefully, and understand how your information will be
used and where it will be stored.
*While Get it Magazine takes every care to ensure that the information on our digital spaces and
within the print magazine is accurate and complete, some of it is supplied to Get it Magazine by
third parties and Get it Magazine is unable to check its accuracy or completeness. You are
advised to verify accuracy of any information before relying on it.

